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Drug discovery from Chinese Medicines, such as artemisinin, arsenic 
trioxide, ursodeoxycholic acid etc. have big impact on modern 

clinical setting. Indeed, traditional wisdom of Chinese medicines 
has contributed to modern drug discovery in the above cases. 
However, different from single pure compound used in western drugs, 
Traditional Chinese Medicines in real world are multiple components 
because they are consist of plants, animal parts and minerals. The 
chemical profiles and pharmacological features of Chinese Medicines 
are obviously different from pure chemical compound. In the past 
decades, therapeutic effects and mechanisms of Chinese medicines 
and their formulae have been intensively studied. Facing multiple 
components, how to get whole picture and scientific evidence of 
Chinese Medicines is a challenge. Network-pharmacology should be 
powerful approaches. The presentation will show some cases of our 
original research hepatoprotective effect and hepatotoxic effect of 
Chinese Medicines by using network-pharmacology and discuss the 
issues related to the research.
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